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Abstract. Modern software is often developed with advanced mechanisms for
code reuse. A software module may build on other software modules or libraries
where the source code is not available. And even if the source code is known,
the binding mechanism may be such that the binding of methods is not known at
verification time, and thus the underlying reused code cannot be determined. For
example, in delta-oriented programming the binding of methods depends on the
ordering of deltas in each product, making modular reasoning non-trivial. Similar
problems occur with traits and subclassing. Reasoning inside a module must then
be based on partial knowledge of the methods, typically given by contracts in the
form of pairs of pre- and post-conditions, and one may not derive new properties
by re-verification of the (unavailable) source code.
In the setting of Hoare logic, this gives some challenges to general rules for adap-
tation that goes beyond traditional systems for Hoare logic. We develop a novel
way of reasoning from multiple contracts, which makes the traditional adaptation
rules superfluous. The problem we address does not depend on the choice of pro-
gramming language. We therefore focus on general rules rather than statement-
specific rules. We show soundness and completeness for the suggested rules.

Keywords: Hoare Logic; Multiple Contracts; Contract-Based Verification; Contract-
Based Specification; Adaptation; Unavailable Source Code; Soundness; Completeness.

1 Introduction

We consider an open world program development environment where a program may
depend on program parts that are not yet known or available. For instance, in software
product lines based on delta-oriented programming[25] the binding of methods depends
on the ordering of deltas, which may differ from product to product. In a method defi-
nition in a delta, the special notation original binds to the previous version of the same
method in the delta closest in the delta-ordering of the product. Thus for a given delta the
binding of method calls is not known, and reasoning about the delta must be based on
the contracts about methods of underlying modules. Similar complications are caused
by traits [27,12]. And for class-based programs with inheritance and late binding, the
binding of calls (including self calls) may not be known at verification time. In these
settings, it is important to be able to reason about the program in a modular fashion,
based on contracts representing partial knowledge of methods for which the binding is
not known.
? This work is supported by the Norwegian NRC projects IoTSec: Security of IoT and DiversIoT.
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Contract-based specification is well known from the work on design by contract by
Meyer [18] and has been adopted in several languages and frameworks, including Eiffel
[19] and SPEC# [3]. In this paper we will focus on contract-based verification, i.e.,
reasoning from contracts rather than reasoning about verifying contracts. We assume
that a given program part (such as a method) is specified by a set of contracts, and
consider a Hoare style reasoning framework. A contract may give partial knowledge of
a program part, and we assume that a given program part may have several contracts,
possibly accumulated over time as more knowledge becomes available.

A Hoare triple {P} s {Q} characterizes the effect of a program (part) s by means
of a precondition P and a postcondition Q, where both P and Q may refer to program
variables as well as additional non-program variables, so-called logical variables [15].
The intuitive meaning of this triple is that if the program s is executed from a state ("the
prestate") where P holds and the execution terminates, then Q will hold in the final state
("the poststate"). The pair (P, Q) is called a contract for s.

Example 1. For instance, the contract (x < 0, x < 0) expresses that if the program
variable x is negative in the prestate, it will also be negative in the poststate (if any), and
the contract (x > 0, x > 0) similarly restricts the final value of x when positive in the
prestate. The contract (x = 0, x = 0) characterizes the final value of x when its starting
value is 0. All three contracts are examples of invariants. Using a logical variable y′, the
combination of the contracts (x < 0 ∧ y = y′, y = y′) and (x ≥ 0 ∧ y = y′, y = y′ + x)
gives full information about the final value of the program variable y.

The combination of all five example contracts above should imply the two following
contracts (of which the latter is an invariant):

(y = y′, x < 0 ∧ y = y′ ∨ x ≥ 0 ∧ y = y′ + x) (1)

(x = 0 ∧ y = y′, x = 0 ∧ y = y′) (2)

Traditionally, Hoare logics are used to deal with one contract per program. An oc-
currence of s may have a program environment which needs some adjustment or adap-
tation of the contract. The simplest way of adjustment is provided by the well-known
Rule of Consequence:

(CONSEQUENCE)

P′ ⇒ P {P} s {Q} Q⇒ Q′

{P′} s {Q′}

However, this rule is not suitable when s is used in a context where the assertions talk
about more variables than the contract of s, nor when the precondition of the contract is
not satisfied. For instance, from the contracts given above, we may not derive contract
1 nor 2 by the consequence rule alone. Moreover, if we use the conjunction rule on
the contracts (x > 0, x > 0), (x < 0, x < 0), and (x = 0, x = 0), we get false in the
precondition. If we use the disjunction rule, we get true in the postcondition. Neither
gives any information, so we need better ways to combine the information in several
contracts.

Adaptation rules give more freedom in the reasoning, by allowing different precon-
ditions and postconditions for different reuses (i.e., occurrences) of s. For instance, we
may try to prove the example above, or we may try to find a precondition P such that
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{P} s {x = x′ ∧ y = y′ + x} is satisfied for s as in the example. The original adaptation
rule suggested by Hoare [16] can be formulated as

(ADAPTATION)

{P} s {Q}
{∃z . (P ∧ ∀w . (Q→ R))} s {R}

where w is the list of program variables that may be changed by s and z is list of logical
variables in (P, Q) but not in R. As shown in [20], this adaptation rule is sound and
relatively complete, although the precondition is not the weakest possible formulation.
As discussed in [1], the precondition may be weakened to ∀w′(∀z . P⇒ Qw

w′ )⇒ Rw
w′ ),

where Qw
w′ denotes Q with all free occurrences of w replaced by w′ (given that the lists

w and w′ have the same length). In this precondition, z are the logical variables in P
and/or Q.

However, we are still not able to handle multiple contracts, and for the example
above, we may still not derive contract 1 nor 2. Special adaptation rules considering
the case of multiple contracts have been suggested, and will be discussed in the next
section.

The contribution of this paper is to reconsider Hoare-style reasoning supporting
reasoning from contracts when the program text is not available or known, allowing
multiple contracts. Traditionally, completeness of Hoare logics assume that all parts
of the program text are available, and thus may be used to re-verify different contracts
when needed. We suggest a new approach for adaptation. We first introduce a rule called
the normalization rule, which is simpler then the adaptation rule. We then introduce a
generalized version of the rule, called the generalized normalization rule, for dealing
with multiple contracts. The combination of the generalized normalization rule and the
consequence rule forms a complete set of general reasoning rules. We prove soundness
and completeness of these rules, and show that the (most expressive) adaptation rule
and its generalization to multiple contracts, as well as other general rules, can be derived
easily.

2 Reasoning about Multiple Contracts

In order to use a contract in program reasoning, one needs to know an overapprox-
imation of the set of program variables that may be changed by the program, called
the var set. This may be part of a contract. However, when considering delta-oriented
programming, or object-oriented inheritance, a redefined method may involve variables
that were not known when the original contract was formulated. This makes it impos-
sible to restrict the var set for contracts that are intended to be reused/inherited. In this
case an underestimation of the set of read-only variables can be valuable [8]. Instead
of letting the contract specify the var set, one may overapproximate the set of program
variables that may change for each call. As different choices of programming languages
may require different kinds of specification of var sets, we will not impose a fixed way
of specifying var sets, but assume that a var set w and a set of read-only variables v can
be determined statically for each occurrence of a program/call specified by a contract.
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Thus, for each occurrence of a program we let w denote the (finite) set of program
variables that may be changed by a program s, and v denote the complementary set of
program variables that may not be changed by s. In addition to the program variables,
a contract may talk about logical variables, which are here denoted by the symbol z or
by primed versions of the program variables.

Consider the case that several contracts may be assumed (or have been proved) for a
given program, or method body, s. This can be expressed by a set of triples {Pi} s {Qi}
for 1≤ i ≤ N. How can we make use of this knowledge? The following adaptation rule
expresses how to exploit the knowledge of several such triples. For any assertion R the
rule allows us to derive a precondition of s with exactly R as the postcondition:

(GENERALIZED ADAPTATION)

{Pi} s {Qi} for 1 ≤ i ≤ N
{∀w′ . (

∧
i
∀zi . (Pi ⇒ Qi

w
w′ ))⇒ Rw

w′} s {R}

where w′ are fresh logical variables, zi the logical variables in (pi, qi), and w variables
that may be updated by the method. A similar rule for right-constructive reasoning was
suggested in [29].

Example 2. Given the Hoare triples

{x ≥ 0} s {x ≥ 0} and {x ≤ 0} s {x ≤ 0}

How can we combine this knowledge in one Hoare triple? The generalized adapta-
tion rule gives {∀x′ . (x≥0⇒ x′≥0) ∧ (x≤0⇒ x′≤0)⇒ Rx

x′} s {R}. Taking R as
(x′ ≥ 0⇒ x ≥ 0) ∧ (x′ ≤ 0⇒ x ≤ 0), the precondition becomes

∀x′.((x≥0⇒ x′≥0)∧(x ≤ 0⇒ x′ ≤ 0))⇒ ((x′ ≥ 0⇒ x′ ≥ 0) ∧ (x′ ≤ 0⇒ x′ ≤ 0))

which is implied by x = x′. By the consequence rule we may then derive

{x = x′} s {(x′ ≥ 0⇒ x ≥ 0) ∧ (x′ ≤ 0⇒ x ≤ 0)}

Thus, the generalized adaptation rule is able to handle this example, as well as
contracts 1 and 2. However, it has some drawbacks. The rule is quite complicated. In
particular, the precondition of the conclusion has non-trivial nesting of implications and
quantifiers. The quantifier on each zi is essentially an existential quantification (when
lifted out of the implicant). In addition the rule is specialized to the setting of left-
constructive reasoning (for a given postcondition R), and the usage of logical variables
in R leads to rather complicated reasoning. A typical case appears when showing that
the precondition of a given contract (for a given program) implies the precondition
generated by left-constructive rules; in this situation the generalized adaptation rule
leads to reasoning with existential quantifiers that can be non-trivial (for humans as
well as automated tools).

2.1 Semantics

The validity of a Hoare triple {P}s{Q} is denoted |={P}s{Q} and is defined as follows:

|={P} s {Q} ≡ ∀z, v, w′, w′′ . (v, w′JsKw′′) ∧ Pw
w′ ⇒ Qw

w′′
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where JsK is the input/output relation defined by the program s, and where z is the list
of logical variables occurring in P and/or Q, v is the list of program variables that may
not change in s, w is the list of program variables that may change in s, and w′ and w′′

are lists of logical variables distinct from z (of same length and types as w).
The logical variables w′ denote the prestate values of variables that may change in

s and w′′ that of the poststate. The semantical meaning of a program s is here formal-
ized as an input/output relation, which for a given state (i.e., values of v and w) gives
the possible output states, restricted to variables that may change (w). Thus, v, w′JsKw′′

expresses that if s starts in the prestate v, w′, then v, w′′ is the poststate for some termi-
nating execution of s. If no output states exists the program does not terminate normally.
(Non-deterministic non-termination is then not captured, but since we deal with partial
correctness, this can be ignored.) We assume a fixed interpretation of data types and
related functions.

2.2 Normalization Rules

For z, v, w, w′, w′′ as above, the definition of validity gives that |={P} s {Q} is the same
as

∀z, v, w′, w′′ . (v, w′JsKw′′) ∧ (w=w′)w
w′ ⇒ (Pw

w′ ⇒ Q)w
w′′

since Pw
w′ has no free w and since (w = w′)w

w′ is equivalent to true. This can be refor-
mulated as

(v, w′JsKw′′) ∧ (u = u′)w
w′ ⇒ (∀z . Pu

u′ ⇒ Q)w
w′′ (3)

for all v, w′, w′′, where u is a sublist of w that includes all program variables occurring
in P, and u′ is the corresponding sublist of w′. Then Pw

w′ is the same as Pu
u′ . By the

definition of validity, equation 3 is the same as |={u = u′} s {∀z . Pu
u′ ⇒ Q}. Thus we

have proved
|={P} s {Q} ⇔ |={u = u′} s {∀z . Pu

u′ ⇒ Q}

for u′ not occurring in P nor Q. And thereby, we have proved the validity of the rule

(NORMALIZATION)

{P} s {Q}
{u = u′} s {∀z . Pu

u′ ⇒ Q}

where z is the list of logical variables in (P, Q), u is a list of program variables including
those in P, and u′ is fresh (i.e., does not occur in P nor Q), and where the double line
means that the rule can be used both ways, which is the case here since the validity of the
premise is equivalent to that of the conclusion. We may choose u as exactly the program
variables in P (in order to get simple preconditions), or as w (in order to easily compare
different normalized triples). When no variable in w occur in P, the precondition u = u′

may be replaced by true, and Pu
u′ reduces to P.

This rule is useful since the precondition is incorporated in the postcondition, and
thus we can compare two Hoare triples by simply comparing their normalized post-
conditions (choosing u as w so that the preconditions are the same). The rule basically
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expresses the strongest postcondition of a program s. Since the rule may be used back-
wards, we implicitly have the rule

(BACKWARD NORMALIZATION)

{u = u′} s {∀z . Pu
u′ ⇒ Q}

{P} s {Q}

where u is a list of program variables including those in P, u′ is fresh (i.e., not occurring
in P or Q) and z is a list of logical variables. In this rule, there is no restriction on z,
apart from being a list of logical variables disjoint from u′.

The generalized normalization rule.
When dealing with a number of contracts for the same program, we propose the follow-
ing generalization of the normalization rule, which combines the information in a set of
contracts for a given program s into one normalized triple:

(GENERALIZED NORMALIZATION)

{Pi} s {Qi} for each i ∈ I

{u = u′} s {
∧
i∈I
∀zi . Pi

u
u′ ⇒ Qi}

where u includes the program variables in any Pi.
Since the rule is two-way, there is no information loss in applying the rule. When

the rule is used forwards, knowledge from multiple contracts is combined, and when
used backwards, the individual contracts can be recreated.

Proof of Soundness. By the same argumentation as above, the validity of each
premise i can be expressed as

(v, w′JsKw′)′ ∧ (u = u′)w
w′ ⇒ (∀zi . Pi

u
u′ ⇒ Qi)

w
w′′

with v, w′, w′′ universally quantified, and thus we have

(v, w′JsKw′′) ∧ (u = u′)w
w′ ⇒

∧
i∈I

(∀zi . Pi
u
u′ ⇒ Qi)

w
w′′

(for all v, w′, w′′), which is equivalent to the validity of the conclusion. Thus the valid-
ity of the premises for all i is equivalent to the validity of the conclusion. �

Note that the rule may be used backwards, and thereby possibly obtaining triples
that were not known before, for instance after reorganizing the postcondition (as illus-
trated below).

(BACKWARD GENERALIZED NORMALIZATION)

{u = u′} s {
∧
i∈I
∀zi . Pi

u
u′ ⇒ Qi}

{Pi} s {Qi} for each i ∈ I

Example 2 reconsidered. Reconsider the two triples
{x ≥ 0} s {x ≥ 0} and {x ≤ 0} s {x ≤ 0}.
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The generalized normalization rule gives the triple:

{x = x′} s {(x′ ≥ 0⇒ x ≥ 0) ∧ (x′ ≤ 0⇒ x ≤ 0)}

which is a more direct and explicit result than the one obtained above by the generalized
adaptation rule. Furthermore, the postcondition can be reformulated as

(x′≥0⇒ x≥0) ∧ (x′≤0⇒ x≤0) ∧ (x′=0⇒ x=0)

Backward generalized normalization gives the new triple {x = 0} s {x = 0}.
This derivation was clearly simpler than with generalized adaptation.

The generalized consequence rule.
By combining the generalized normalization rule with the consequence rule, we obtain
a generalized consequence rule

(GENERALIZED CONSEQUENCE)

{Pi} s {Qi} for each i ∈ I
(
∧
i∈I
∀zi . Pi

u
u′ ⇒ Qi)⇒ (∀z . Pu

u′ ⇒ Q)

{P} s {Q}

(where the free variables in the second premise are implicitly universally quantified).
This rule may be used for adaption of known contracts to a specific context. As op-
posed to all the adaptation rules mentioned above, this rule is agnostic to whether the
verification strategy is left-constructive, right-constructive, or top-down (using the ter-
minology of [7]). The generalized normalization rule can directly be used for bottom-up
verification.

Example 1 reconsidered. We investigate if we can derive the proposed contracts 1
and 2 assuming x and y are the only program variables. The given contracts are

(x < 0, x < 0)
(x > 0, x > 0)
(x = 0, x = 0)
(x < 0 ∧ y = y′, y = y′)
(x ≥ 0 ∧ y = y′, y = y′ + x)

According to the generalized consequence rule, we need to show that each of
x < 0 ∧ y = y′ ∨ x ≥ 0 ∧ y = y′ + x

(from contract 1) and
∀z . x′ = 0 ∧ y′ = z⇒ x = 0 ∧ y = z

(from contract 2) follows from the conjunction (x′ < 0 ⇒ x < 0) ∧ (x′ > 0 ⇒ x >
0)∧(x′ = 0⇒ x = 0)∧(∀z . x′ < 0∧y′ = z⇒ y = z)∧(∀z . x′ ≥ 0∧y′ = z⇒ y = z+x)
(reflecting the five given contracts). Note that the logical variable y′ appearing in in
the contracts becomes quantified according to the second premise of the generalized
consequence rule. We rename this quantified variable to z, to adhere to the naming
convention of the rule. For the case of contract 1, the implication follows by considering
the cases x′<0 and x′≥0. For the case of contract 2, the implication follows by lifting
the quantifier on z in the implicand to the outermost level, and instantiating the last
quantified z in the implicant (from the fifth contract) to that z.
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3 Derivation of General Reasoning Rules

We now consider the reasoning system formed by the generalized normalization rule
and the consequence rule. We illustrate that by these two rules we may quite easily
derive common general reasoning rules. We derive below the common rules considered
in the classical survey of Apt [1], namely the invariance axiom, substitution rules I and
II, conjunction rule, invariance rule, and the elimination rule. According to [1] these
rules ensure completeness. We also add some other relevant rules.

3.1 Derivation of Three Instantiation Rules

Assume the triple {P} s {Q} is given. We may derive {u = u′} s {∀z . Pu
u′ ⇒ Q} by

the normalization rule. By the consequence rule, we obtain {u = u′} s {(Pu
u′ )

z
e ⇒ Qz

e}
where e is any expression list, possibly referring to program variables. The two sub-
stitutions may be merged since u, u′, and z are disjoint. In the case that Q does not
refer to z, we get {Pz

e} s {Q} by the normalization rule used backwards (which elimi-
nates the substitution on u). And in the case that the expression list e does not refer to
program variables that may be changed by s (i.e., w), the substitution on z commutes
with the substitution on u, and we get {u = u′} s {(Pz

e)u
u′ ⇒ Qz

e}, which is equivalent to
{Pz

e} s {Qz
e} by the normalization rule used backwards.

Thus we have derived the three rules below (letting z denote the logical variables in
(P, Q)):

For any expression list e, including program variables and logical variables, we have

(NORMALIZED SUBSTITUTION)

{P} s {Q}
{u = u′} s {Pu, z

u′,e ⇒ Qz
e}

where the substitutions on u and z are simultaneous.
For an expression list t without program variables, we have

(SUBSTITUTION I)

{P} s {Q}
{Pz

t} s {Qz
t}

Note that program variables v, not modified by s, may occur in t.
For the case that z does not occur in Q, we have

(SUBSTITUTION II)

{P} s {Q}
{Pz

e} s {Q}

with e as above (no restrictions).
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3.2 Deriving the Elimination Rule

The Elimination Rule states that logical variables in the precondition, not occurring in
the postcondition, may be bound by an existential quantifier in the precondition:

(ELIMINATION)

{P} s {Q}
{∃z . P} s {Q}

where z are logical variables not occurring in the postcondition Q.
We derive this rule from the normalization rule. The premise is equivalent to

{u = u′} s {∀z, z′ . Pu
u′ ⇒ Q} where z′ is the list of logical variables occurring in Q. We

may simplify this normalized triple to {u = u′} s {∀z′ . (∃z . Pu
u′ )⇒ Q}, which again

is the same as {∃z . P} s {Q}, using the normalization rule backwards. Thus we have
proved Rule of Elimination, using only the normalization rule.

3.3 Deriving the Invariance Axiom and Rule

The so-called Invariance Rule states that one may strengthen both a pre- and postcon-
dition by a predicate R that does not refer to the program variables w:

(INVARIANCE)

{P} s {Q}
{P ∧ R} s {Q ∧ R}

Let R be without occurrences of the program variables w. We may prove the invari-
ance rule by observing that the premise is (by the normalization rule) equivalent to
{u = u′} s {∀z . Pu

u′ ⇒ Q} and that the conclusion is equivalent to
{u = u′} s {∀z, z′ . Pu

u′ ∧ R⇒ Q ∧ R}where z′ are the additional logical variables of R.
By Rule of Consequence, it suffices to prove that the former postcondition implies the
latter, which is trivial.

Next, we derive the Invariance Axiom

{P} s {P}

for P without occurrences of w. Normalization gives {true}s{P⇒ P} since Pu
u′ reduces

to P because P is without occurrences of w and therefore also u, and since in this case
the precondition u = u′ may be replaced by true. The rest is trivial, assuming the axiom
{true} s {true}.

Furthermore, we can derive the Trivial Axiom

{true} s {true}

from any contract (p, q). By consequence we derive {false} s {true} from {p} s {q},
and by normalization we obtain {true}s{false⇒ true} since false does not refer to any
program variables. Then {true} s {true} follows by consequence.
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3.4 Deriving the Improved Adaptation Rule

The improved adaptation rule is given by

(IMPROVED ADAPTATION)

{P} s {Q}
{∀w′ . (∀z . P⇒ Qw

w′ )⇒ Rw
w′} s {R}

Derivation: The premise is equivalent to {w = w′} s {∀z . Pw
w′ ⇒ Q}. The conclu-

sion is equivalent to {w = w′}s{(∀w′′ . (∀z . Pw
w′ ⇒ Qw

w′′ )⇒ Rw
w′′ )⇒ R}. By first order

logic, the latter postcondition can be reformulated as
∃w′′ . ((∀z . Pw

w′ ⇒ Qw
w′′ )⇒ Rw

w′′ )⇒ R, and it can then be derived from
((∀z . Pw

w′ ⇒ Q)⇒ R)⇒ R, since in general (∃w′′ . A) follows from A (where A here
is ((∀z . Pw

w′ ⇒ Qw
w′′ ) ⇒ Rw

w′′ ) ⇒ R). By the consequence rule, this condition fol-
lows from ∀z . Pw

w′ ⇒ Q, which is the normalized postcondition established from the
premise. Since the preconditions (w = w′) are the same, we have thus derived the con-
clusion of the adaptation rule from {P} s {Q}.

3.5 Deriving the Generalized Adaptation Rule

For the situation where a number of Hoare triples are known for a program s, we may
derive the following adaptation rule, generalized to multiple specifications:

(GENERALIZED ADAPTATION)

{Pi} s {Qi} for all i
{∀w′ . (

∧
i
∀zi . Pi ⇒ Qi

w
w′ )⇒ Rw

w′} s {R}

Given the premise {Pi} s {Qi} for all i, the generalized normalization rule gives
{w = w′} s {

∧
i
∀zi . Pi

w
w′ ⇒ Qi}.

Using this result, the derived improved adaptation rule (of Sec. 3.4) gives
{∀w′′ . (w = w′ ⇒

∧
i
∀zi . (Pi

w
w′ ⇒ Qi

w
w′′ ))⇒ Rw

w′′} s {R}.

Using w = w′, we may replace Pi
w
w′ by Pi and then eliminate w = w′ by Rule Substi-

tution II (of Sec. 3.1), replacing w′ by w. The desired conclusion follows by renaming
the quantified variable w′′ to w′.

3.6 Deriving the Conjunction Rule

The Conjunction Rule is given by

(CONJUNCTION)

{Pi} s {Qi} for all i
{
∧
i

Pi} s {
∧
i

Qi}
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As above, the premise gives (by generalized normalization):
{w = w′} s {

∧
i
∀zi . Pi

w
w′ ⇒ Qi}which implies {w = w′} s {∀z . (

∧
i

Pi
w
w′ )⇒

∧
i

Qi}where

z is the list of all logical variables, considering all premises. By backward normalization
we obtain the desired conclusion.

4 Completeness

We show that the combination of the generalized normalization rule and rule of conse-
quence is relatively complete. Since we only look at general rules, we do not define a
specific programming language. Assume that a set of contracts (Pi, Qi) is given for s.
If the program text of s is not known, we may not re-verify s to obtain other contracts
upon need. Therefore completeness needs to entail that if |={Pi} s {Qi} (for all i) im-
plies |={P} s {Q}, we should be able to prove {P} s {Q} from {Pi} s {Qi}, using only
generalized normalization and rule of consequence.

Theorem 1. (Completeness) Consider a given non-empty set of contracts (Pi, Qi) for
a statement s. If validity of the contracts implies validity of {P} s {Q}, then {P} s {Q}
can be proved by generalized normalization and consequence, assuming {Pi} s {Qi}
for each i.

Proof. Since the generalized normalization rule can be used both ways, reasoning
from several contracts can be reduced to reasoning from one contract. And similarly
since the normalization rule can be used both ways, it suffices to consider normalized
triples.

It therefore remains to show that if |={w = w′} s {R} implies |={w = w′} s {R′},
then we may prove {w = w′} s {R′} given a proof of {w = w′} s {R}, where R is∧
i

(∀z . Pi
w
w′ ⇒ Qi) and R′ is ∀z . P′w

w′ ⇒ Q′. It suffices to show R ⇒ R′ since then

we can use the consequence rule to obtain the desired result. By the definition of valid-
ity given in Sec. 2.1, we have that
∀v, w′, w′′ . (v, w′JsKw′′)⇒ Rw

w′′ implies ∀v, w′, w′′ . (v, w′JsKw′′)⇒ R′w
w′′ .

Consider v, w′, w′′ such that v, w′JsKw′′. We then have that Rw
w′′ implies R′w

w′′ , thus
∀v, w′, w′′ . Rw

w′′ ⇒ R′w
w′′ . We may rename w′′ to w. It follows that R implies R′, and

thus {w = w′} s {R′} follows by rule of consequence from {w = w′} s {R}, which holds
by assumption. �

The theorem may be extended to empty contract sets when adding {true} s {true}
as an axiom. Note that the completeness proof is not depending on a particular pro-
gramming language, since we only talk about a given (unavailable) program s. We have
assumed that the assertion language includes first order logic, but it may not contain the
semantic (meta-)relation JsK.

For a given programming language and reasoning system that is sound and relatively
complete in the sense of Cook [6] when allowing re-verification of programs, we obtain
a sound and relatively complete system for reasoning from sets of contracts without re-
verification, when adding the generalized normalization rule (and rule of consequence
if not already in the system).
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5 Related Work

The use of multiple contracts has profound effect on the success of modern software en-
gineering methods supporting various forms of code reuse. Contract-based verification
is known though several reasoning frameworks, including proof replay [4], proof reuse
[24,14], and proof transformations [26]. Our focus is on contract-based verification,
without considering a specific programming language. We therefore focus on general
reasoning rules for an arbitrary program. A number of works have considered the prob-
lem of adaptation in Hoare-style reasoning and the related soundness and completeness
issues. The basic adaptation rules have been discussed in the introduction, and a number
of general rules have been discussed in Sec. 3. We refer to Apt and Olderog [1,20] for
further overview.

In [23] Pierik and deBoer consider the problem of adaptation for object-oriented
programs, based on a closed world assumption. In contrast, the current work is based on
an open word assumption, supporting modular reasoning. For object-oriented systems, a
behavioral specification of the methods of an interface has the dual role of a contract, on
one hand stating implementation requirements to any class implementing the interface,
and on the other hand stating properties that classes using objects of the interface may
rely on. A well-known problem here is that a behavioral specification of a method of an
interface cannot be based on the fields of an implementation as they are not visible in the
interface. A possible solution is to use an abstraction of the state, for instance expressed
by means of the communication history as in [7], giving rise to completeness[9].

In [5] Bijlsma et al consider contract-based verification of methods, and formulate a
rule similar to the improved adaptation rule (Sec. 3.4). They show that the rule is maxi-
mally strong, assuming a single contract. They use the example contract (z ≤ x ≤ z + 1,
y = z ∨ y = z + 1) to show difficulties with logical variables. Two instantiations of this
contract are needed in order to derive the contract (x = 0, y = 0). In our case this is
possible due to the universal quantifier on z in the postcondition of the normalization
rule.

A different form of adaptation, based on functional abstraction, is given in [21] and
studied in [7]. Functional abstraction assumes that the underlying programming lan-
guage is deterministic. A deterministic program s is equivalent to if ts then w :=
fs(v, w) else abort fi for some termination condition ts and some effect function fs,
i.e., a function from the input state to the output state (restricted to w). Then adaptation
reduces to {ts ⇒ Rw

fs(v,w)}s{R}where ts and fs are symbols, and where the precondition

is the weakest possible. Given {P}s{Q} we have ts ∧ P⇒ Qw
fs(v,w), which provides ax-

iomatic knowledge of the symbols fs and ts. For instance, the contract above gives the
axiom ts ∧ z ≤ x ≤ z + 1⇒ (fs(x, y) = z ∨ fs(x, y) = z + 1). And functional adaptation
with postcondition y = 0 gives {ts ⇒ fs(x, y) = 0} s {y = 0}, which may be reduced
to {x = 0} s {y = 0}, using the axiom and the consequence rule. This approach triv-
ially extends to the case of multiple contracts, letting each contract generate an axiom.
However, the approach does not deal with non-deterministic programs.

Reasoning from multiple contracts has been discussed in the setting of modular and
incremental reasoning about class inheritance, for the approach of lazy behavioral sub-
typing [10,11]. Here the set of contracts for a method will in general increase when
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moving down in the class hierarchy, which makes it necessary to deal with sets of con-
tracts. A notion of entailment and an entailment relation (_) were introduced, letting
{..., (pi, qi), ...} _ (p, q) be defined as (

∧
i
∀zi . Pi

w
w′ ⇒ Qi) ⇒ (∀z . Pw

w′ ⇒ Q) (using

our notation). Thus entailment is conceptually similar to the generalized consequence
rule. However, the work in [10,11] did not focus on Hoare logic rules, and completeness
and soundness of entailment were not discussed.

Our normalization rule is basically expressing the strongest postcondition of a given
program, a notion which is well-known in Hoare-style reasoning. Triples expressing the
strongest postcondition for preconditions of the form w = w′, known as most general
formulas, have been used in completeness proofs for specific programming languages
[1]. A general rule similar to the normalization rule (called Hoare-SAT) is given by
Zwiers et al in [29]. In contrast to our rule, the conclusion is not expressed as a Hoare
triple, but rather as a sat-specification relating programs and predicates in a com-
plementary formalism. Furthermore, sat-specifications are able to deal with multiple
specifications. Adaptation can then be made by switching from Hoare logic to sat-
specifications and back. However, the given Strong SP adaptation rule is more complex
than our generalized normalization rule since it deals with an arbitrary R, and is similar
to the generalized adaptation rule (except from being right-constructive).

Apart from the rules in [29,10,11], there seems to be limited results on Hoare-style
reasoning from multiple contracts about the same program (or method). And these rules
have rather complex conditions i.e., the precondition is complicated in the rule for left-
constructive verification strategy, and the postcondition is complicated in the rule for
right-constructive verification. These rules are awkward to use with other strategies – in
this case the sat-relations would be more flexible. However, the usage of sat-relations
involves switching between several formal program reasoning systems (Hoare logic and
the sat system). The generalized normalization rule suggested here is simpler then
the ones mentioned and more universally applicable, and it allows adaptation without
leaving the setting of Hoare logic.

The reasoning problem considered here is specific to contracts based on pre- and
postconditions. As we have seen, there is some flexibility in formulating a pre- and
postcondition pair without changing the semantics of the contract. However, the rule
of consequence is not insensitive to this flexibility since this rule is based on separate
comparison of preconditions and postconditions. Furthermore, the addition of several
contracts is not straight forward. In the setting of relational calculus, a contract is ba-
sically expressed by a single input/output relation (apart from restrictions of variable
sets), and thus the sensitivity to different formulations of pre/postcondition pairs is not
an issue. Implication between input/output relations corresponds to semantical entail-
ment. In fact the rule for reasoning about entailment of multiple contracts used in lazy
behavioral subtyping [10], was derived from relational calculus. And also the sat sys-
tem of [29] is similar to relational calculus. The general rules for relational calculus
of programs is simpler than for Hoare logic. Framing of sets of program variables is
possible [22]. On the other hand, the notions of pre- and postconditions are useful for
specification, and the notions of data invariants, class invariants and loop invariants are
expressed more naturally in Hoare logic, and Hoare logic is in general well understood.
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The present approach is limited to partial correctness. The normailzation rule is
problematic in a total correctness setting, unless a special symbol expressing termi-
nation is added (as in [21]). Calculi for contracts based on refinements [28,2,17,13],
allow reasoning about contracts without mentioning a program, and allow combina-
tion of multiple contracts. Furthermore, this setting can deal with both total and partial
correctness. Our work is however dedicated to the setting of Hoare-style logics.

6 Conclusions

The present study is triggered by recent work in software engineering methodology,
such as software product lines, program evolution, as well as new modularity mecha-
nisms and techniques for dealing with object-orientation and inheritance. The needs of
these approaches motivate renewed focus on general reasoning rules, in particular with
the added complexity of multiple contracts about the same program. We have not seen a
discussion for Hoare Logic on completeness of contract-based verification for the case
of multiple contracts. And in this case the importance of simplicity is a concern in itself,
since the rules tend to become complex.

We consider partial correctness reasoning and suggest a novel set of general rules,
based on generalized normalization (and rule of consequence), and prove soundness
and completeness. Normalization is clearly simpler than traditional adaptation and other
comparable rules. The generalized normalization rule has only one quantifier, which is a
universal quantifier, and no nested implications. The methodology given by comparing
normalized postconditions gives a simple and efficient approach to reasoning from sets
of contracts, which is also suitable for automatic verification.
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